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QuickLaunch Program

QuickLaunch Program for Marketo comes an with entire suite of initial set up you need to
have to be successful with Marketo. It is designed to help your organization fully harness the
power of Marketo Lead Management. QuickLaunch Program provides the initial set up with all
the best practices for all the editions of Marketo and includes everything you need to get into
full production. Our Marketo Certified Experts are equipped with technical set up skills with
strategies, tactics and Marketo Best Practices to help organizations like yours maximize their
Investment in lead management. This program includes the following:

QuickLaunch Program for Marketo tees up your marketing team to take full advantage
of Marketo’s robust demand generation capabilities, featuring seven key modules:
• Initial Set Up and Sycn with CRM
• Building the Revenue Model
• Best Practices Programs Set Up
• Forms and Progressive Profiling
• Basic Lead Scoring
• Data Segmentation & Management
• Creative Templates
• Lead Lifecycle Management
• Analytics & Reporting
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Initial Set Up
Like any new tool, a good solid foundation is a must. Getting started with Marketo requires few
necessary steps to ensure you can make the most of your Marketo Investment.
ShowMeLeads ensures your foundation set up is done as required which includes the
following:
• Marketo Users Management with appropriate User Privileges
• Customize Landing Page URL with a CNAME
• Set up for Email Deliverability success
• Integration with CRM
• Adding Tracking code to your website

Building the Revenue Model
Your revenue model is a visual representation of your lead management process, helping you
see your leads as they come in and move through the various stages of your funnel: from
lead acquisition to marketing-qualified, sales accepted/rejected, sales qualified, all the way
to paying customer. ShowMeLeads builds the model that matches your desired workflows,
enabling you to:
• Create agreed-upon definitions of each stage
• Define and segment your modular stages for a streamlined process
• See where leads are getting stuck in the funnel to ensure that no lead gets left behind
• Continually monitor and report on lead progress
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Best Practices Programs Set Up
Once your lead and revenue models have been built, it’s time to launch your Programs.
ShowMeLeads gives you proven best practices to rollout all types of marketing programs,
including outbound email campaigns, lead nurturing, webcasts, SEO/PPC campaigns, upsell
and cross-sell, auto-responders, tagging, and much more. We’ll build some and guide you in
how to:
• Construct and roll out all of your programs, campaigns, along with lead flows
• Leveraging Program Tokens
• Programs set up to scalability which are easy to clone
• Measure and test campaign effectiveness, responsiveness
and conversion rates
• Random sample and A/B message testing
• Keeping contact with leads based on each opportunity’s status
• Aligning the marketing and sales organizations to optimize the process

Marketo Forms and Progressive Profiling
Marketo forms are meant to capture precise information about the leads (known or
anonymous). At times, a simple form is good to get started with, but sometimes we need some
advance Marketo form as well. ShowMeLeads helps you implement the best practices so that
your form conversation rate is high and it is also a good user experience. This section includes
the following:
• Create Marketo form to be used on Marketo Landing pages or non Marketo Landing Pages
• Create Progressive Profiling Marketo Form
• Set up hidden form fields from the default value(if needed)
• Set up advance forms if needed(like pre populate fields based
on previous answer)
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Lead Scoring
Successful lead scoring puts you in a position to prioritize and better qualify leads for your sales
team. ShowMeLeads helps you identify the most effective criteria and build your Marketo lead
scoring worksheet. We assist you in:
• Identifying your key scoring fields based on the demographic variables that are most
important to your sales team
• Developing the right values and point scores for each set of criteria
• Building behavior/demographic scoring flows and turning behaviors into important
buying criteria
• Getting continued insight from your sales team
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Data Segmentation and Management
Be sure that you understand what goes into creating and managing your ongoing lists for
targeted marketing initiatives. ShowMeLeads helps you build a plan to standardize and
normalize data for your Marketo campaigns, enabling you to:
• Identify your core segments, such as prospects, customers, competitors, partners, and more
• Target and filter your outbound campaigns by location, industry, and other criteria
• Clean up dirty data and identify duplicate leads

Create your list of key demographic attributes,
including what makes up your ideal prospect
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Lead Lifecycle Management

Building a reliable, end-to-end lead management process is critical for fueling your sales teams
and driving your revenue performance engine. Your marketing team must ensure that leads
are being quickly routed, qualified and tracked to fully arm your sales team with the right
information to nurture and close a deal. ShowMeLeads ensures you are building a complete
Marketo lead lifecycle management system, including:
• Building end-to-end lead lifecycle flows to track, qualify, nurture and recycle leads
• Developing smart campaigns and qualification rules to drive lead generation
• Understanding fast track buying behaviors that come from contact
request or trial download forms
• Keeping contact with leads based on each opportunity’s status
• Aligning the marketing and sales organizations to optimize the process
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Creative Templates
ShowMeLeads guides you in building your content library for Marketo marketing campaigns.
We’ll create and show you how to map content to inbound nurture programs, outbound
marketing campaigns, and SEO/PPC initiatives. You’ll learn to:
• Build web forms and targeted landing page and email templates for your nurturing
programs- Responsive
• Migrating your existing web forms to Marketo
• C
 apturing the right information in your lead
forms and Progressive Profiling forms
• Integrating SFDC campaigns into your Marketo
web forms for accurate tracking

Analytics and Reporting
Start tracking your campaigns’ performance with Marketo Analytics and learn how to
make adjustments and optimize the next round of campaigns. We’ll build reports for sales,
marketing, and executive teams to show them your marketing effectiveness and lead in-flow.
Track key performance indicators such as:
• Your best lead sources moving through the funnel
• Your ideal email open and click-through rates, and
how to define “success” for a campaign
• Which campaigns are diving the most revenue
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“QuickLaunch Program will help you harness
the power of Marketo and transform your
business. Our Marketo Certified Experts would
set up your Marketo instance and create all
the programs based on best practices and which
would be scalable and measurable. The objective
of all the deliverables is get you the most value
from Marketo faster.”

About ShowMeLeads Inc.
ShowMeLeads Inc. is a Global CRM and Marketing Automation Consulting firm
that helps companies to build predictable pipelines and improve revenue faster
by implementing best practices. We combine in-depth marketing knowledge and
experience with visionary technological expertise to help companies deploy CRM
systems and Marketing Automation systems like Eloqua, Pardot, ActOn, Marketo,
Exact Target and Salesforce.

Locations
Santa Clara, USA
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